F  - Members of the Radio Club Haute Saintonge (F5KLJ) will operate SSB, CW and digital modes as TM1MAD from Ile Madame (not IOTA, DIFM AT-024) on 5-6 September. QSL via F5KLJ, bureau preferred. [TNX F5NQL]

F  - Commemorating the 150th anniversary of the birth of radioactivity pioneer and Nobel laureate Pierre Curie, special event stations TM150RPC (QSL via F5KA2) and TM0RPC (QSL via F5KEB) will be active on 6-20 September and 19 September-2 October respectively. [TNX F1SIU]

G  - The Cray Valley Radio Society will be holding a "Ham Radio Summit Festival" on 30 August (10-19 UTC) from Shooters Hill, the highest point in South East London. Expect activity on the HF bands and 2 metres using the special callsign GB4SH. QSL via G4DFI. More details at www.qrz.com [TNX 2E0RCV]

KH0  - Kuny/7L1FPU (W1FPU) and his nine-year-old son Yoshiki/JF1UCV (KH0UA), Tomo/ JQ1OCR (N2QP) and his wife Yuri/KE7TWK, Hajime/AH0BR and Moto/W1NDE will be active as AH0BT from the Mariana Islands (OC-086) on 4-7 September, including a M/M entry in the All Asian DX Contest (SSB). QSL via 7L1FPU, direct or bureau. [TNX NG3K]

LX  - Theo/PA1TK, Kees/PA5WT and Rob/PA3GVI will be active as LX/homecall from Luxembourg on 4-7 September. Theo will operate in the IARU VHF Contest (144 MHz), while Kees and Rob will focus on the HF bands (80-10 metres, CW and SSB). QSL via home calls. [TNX PA3GVI]

OH0  - Peter (OH0JWL, CW), Horst (OH0/DF6FL, CW and SSB) and Siegfried (OH0/DL92E, SSB and RTTY) will be active from Eckeroe, Aland Islands (EU-002) from 28 August to 12 September. Expect them to be QRV on 10, 15, 17 and 20 metres as preferred bands. QSL OH0JWL via DL5FF, others via home calls. [TNX DXNL]

OH  - OH1BOI, OH1JJO and OH1FEQ will be active as OH1AV/2 from Vormo Island (EU-097) on 28-30 August. QSL via OH1BOI. [TNX www.rsgbiota.org]

ON  - Special callsign ON4DAMIAN will be in use on 5-6 September and 3-4 October to mark the canonization of Father Damiaan de Veuster (1840-1889), a Belgian missionary who helped lepers on the Hawaiian island of Molokai. QSL via ON7LR, direct or bureau. [TNX The Daily DX]

P2  - Allan, VK2GR will be active in his spare time as P29CW from Kiunga, Papua New Guinea (OC-034) between September and December. QSL direct only via VK2IR. [TNX MM0NDX]

PA  - In October 1934 the KLM Douglas DC-2 "Uiver" (callsign PH-AJU) won the handicap section of the MacRobertson Trophy Air Race from London to Melbourne. Celebrating the 75th anniversary of that
event, special station PA75AJU will be active on 1-29 September. QSL via PA3CAL, direct or bureau. [TNX PA3CAL]

SP - The Second World War started on 1 September 1939 with the invasion of Poland. A large number of "No More War" special stations will be active from that country between 1 September and 6 October: HF70NMW, SN70NMW, SO70NMW, HF70A, HF70E, HF70M, HF70N, HF70O, HF70R, HF70W, SN70A, SN70E, SN70M, SN70N, SN70O, SN70R, SN70W, SO70A, SO70E, SO70M, SO70N, SO70O, SO70R and SO70W. The event is organized by PZK, the Polish IARU society, and is supported by the Ministry of National Defence. Information on the relevant award can be found at http://www.pzk.org.pl/nomorewar [TNX F5NQL]

SV - A group of 11 operators will be active on the HF bands SSB as SX2IMA from Mount Rachia for the Greek Field Day on 5-6 September. QSL via SV2JAO (direct only). [TNX SV2LZX]

UA - Mike/RA1ALA, Alex/RX1AW and George/RW3AKN will be active as homecall/1 from Nemetskiy Kuzov Island (EU-147) from 29 August to 4 September. QSL via home calls, direct or bureau. [TNX VA3RJ]

V5 - Look for V5/DJ2HD, V5/DK1CE and V5/DH3WO to be active from Namibia on 5-26 September. They will operate holiday style on 40-10 metres SSB and CW. QSL via home calls. [TNX NG3K]

VE - Juergen, DL7RV will be active again as VO2/NF6J from Battle Island (NA-044) on 4-11 September. Look for him on 30, 20 and 15 metres CW only. QSL via DL7RV, direct or bureau. [TNX www.rsgbiota.org]

W - Dick/N7RO, Johnny/KE7V and Yuri/N3QQ are expected to be active as N7RO/p from Tatoosh Island (NA-169) until 30 August. QSL via N7RO. [TNX N3QQ]

W - A large number of stations from the US will add /140 to their callsigns on 2-9 September to celebrate the 140th anniversary of the birth of Hiram Percy Maxim, W1AW (1869-1936), co-founder and first president of the American Radio Relay League. Information on the event and the relevant certificate can be found at http://www.arrl.org/news/stories/2009/08/17/11025/?nc=1

ZS - Special event callsign ZS10WCS will be aired from South Africa from September through 12 July 2010 for the FIFA World Cup (http://www.fifa.com/worldcup/index.html). Expect activity on a daily basis from 1 June through 12 July, while during the months leading up to the event the callsign will be in use during the weekends. QSL via the South African Radio League’s bureau, whose mailing address for direct QSLling is: SARL, P.O. Box 1721, Strubensvallei 1735, South Africa.

PACIFIC TOUR ---> Don/G3BJ and Hilary/G4JKS will be active as FO/G3BJ from the Austral Islands (Rurutu, OC-050 and Tubuai, OC-152) on 4-16 September, and as ZK2BJ from Niue (OC-040) on 18-25 September. They will operate holiday style mainly on CW on 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 80 metres. [TNX The Daily DX]
AGB NEMIGA CONTEST ---> The Activity Group of Belarus sponsors the AGB-NEMIGA Contest to be held on 18 September, from 21 to 24 UTC, on 80 metres CW and SSB. Participation certificates in PDF format will be e-mailed to all entrants. Complete rules can be found at http://www.ev5agb.com/contest/agb_nemiga.htm [TNX EU1EU]

FT5GA ---> Propagation predictions for 6m from Glorioso do not look promising at all, and the only available antenna would be a 2-element HB9CV. The FT5GA has decided that it would not be worth the trouble, and therefore they will be QRV only on the HF bands (160-10 metres). [TNX http://glorieuses2008.free.fr/]

LOGS ---> The logsearch for 4W6AL is at http://www.algarvedx.com/.

SCC RTTY CHAMPIONSHIP ---> Organized by the Slovenia Contest Club, it will be held on 29-30 August (from 12 UTC to 11.59 UTC). Rules and results can be found at http://lea.hamradio.si/~scc/rtty/rtty.htm [TNX S50XX]

+ SILENT KEYS + Recently reported Silent Keys include Heinz Topp (DJ2LE), William Allen (N6XD) and Denis Yakovlev (RA3LL). Vlad, UA6JD and his family would like to express their gratitude to the dozens of radio amateurs from all over the world who have offered their sympathy and condolences for the loss of Harry, UA6JW (www.qrz.com/db/ua6jw).

===================================================================
CALL MANAGER CALL MANAGER CALL MANAGER
===================================================================
3Z80BEM SP9ZBC EO16IKF US6IKN OY3AA OZ1ACB
3Z8WFF SP8AJC EO16IKN US6IKN OZ0FR/p DL2VFR
4C50C XE1J EO16IT US6IKN PA09VUELTA P14ASN
4J0FR F6FYD EO16IZ US6IKN PA09WSF PA0FAW
4K/F2VX F2VX ES20W ES1QD PA110LL PH2CV
4K9W DL6KVA ET3JA OK3AA PA150SLH PA0HFT
4L6QC L21OT EU6DA/p IK2DUW PA6URK PA3GNE
4U30VIC 4U1VIC EV1P/2 EW1YT PF27CAVENTE PA1DV
4W6AL CT1GFK FJ/W2VQ WQ2N PI4F PD1WAT
4W6FR VK4FW FJ/WQ2N WQ2N PJ7MF IZ1MHY
4X4DK VE3MR GB0BHL G0TQT RI1FJM RX3MM
5B/G4MKP M0URX GB1DLH GB6BSR S51LGT S57LO
5B4AIF EB7DX GB1OL MM5DWW SF6LGT SK6NL
5R8CW F5FYO GB2BML M0CNP SH30/5 SM3TLG
5R8DN I1W1GIO GB2EIH MM5PSL SK7L SK7CA
5R8FU SM5DJZ GB2FL M3ZYZ SN0WFW SP5X
6MOHZ/2 HL1IWD GB2GNL GM4BKV SN120OSP SP4CUF
7S0SFJ SM0BYD GB2LBN GM4UYZ SN25IL SP9PEE
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